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Fuzzy Decision Analysis for Earthquake induced Shut-off of City Gas Networks

ファジィ意志決定解析による都市ガスネットワークの地震時緊急措置判断
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INTROI)U CTION

For a large-scale city gas network system, it is

very important to estimate its damage immediately

after an earthquake. Secondary disasters like fires

and explosions may occur if pipelines or customer's

buildings are damaged. However, it is often difficult

to get damage reports on large-scale networks soon

after an earthquake. Hence, a method to estimate

building and pipeline damage ratios for control

blocks based on radio telemetered earthquake inten-

sities was proposed in a previous paper (Cret et a1. ,

1991). Fuzzy inference was introduced because of the

large amount of uncertainty involved in this estima-

tion.

The two damage ratios thus obtained are used

when deciding whether to maintain or shut off the gas

supply system. However, they have different dimen-

sions and are expressed by membership functions.

Thus in this paper, a decision analysis method is

proposed in order to synthesize the two membership

functi ons.

DAMAGE ESTIMATION OF GAS NETWORX

The considered gas network comprises pipelines

with minimum shut-off zones that can be called

"control blocks". Such a block contains a large

number of main pipelines and several hundred thou-

sands customers. Several tens of SI (Spectmm Inten-

sity) sensors and a few accelerometers are laid in

each control block. Their measurements are trams-
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mitted to the control room of也e headquarters by a

multiple radio telemeter system. This information is

used to estimate damage and motivate the shut-off

decision.

Two parameters are chosen to represent the state

of the block: damage to buildings Rb , Which is defined

as the equlValent percentage of collapsed houses, and

damage to buried pipelines R｡, which is defined as

the number of leaks per km of pipeline. It is not easy

to evaluate R｡ and Rb from obseⅣed ground motion

characteristics. A crisp method can be considered

(Katayama et a1. , 1991) , but uncertainty involved in

the estimation is taken into account uslng fuzzy set

theory (Cret et a1. , 1991).

The decision process becomes more complex as the

modeling of the damage state of the system becomes

more realistic. To make things easier to understand,

the process will be explained step by step, i.e. , from

the simple case when the system is described by one

sing一e crisp ("classical") variable to the case when it

is described by several fuzzy variables.

1)ECISION ANALYSIS FOR A CRISP

PROBLE二M WITH ONE VARIABLE

Suppose that the damage state of the considered

area is represented by a single variable 氏 (e.g. , an

aggregated damage index) that is supposed to be

known precisely. Knowing R-R｡, a choice between

cutting and maintaining the gas supply must be

made. The co汀eSpOnding decision tree is shown in

Fig. 1. To solve this problem, the concept of utility

can be used (Raiffa, 1970). For each possible case,

at the tip of the decision tree, a rating between 0 and

1, or "utility", is assigned. The decision maker

should choose the alternative giving也e highest utiト
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Situation 1

Known Damage

State,

Supply is Maintained

Situation 2:

Known Damage

State,

Supply is Cut

Fig. 1 Decision tree for one crisp variable problem

ity.

In the present case , defining the utilities boils down

to defining one utility function of the variable R for

each altemative. The meanlng Of the utility function

is rather subjective and it can be defined by asking

some experts'advice. Examples of such utility func-

tions um(r) and u｡(r) are shown in Fig. 2. For alter･

native 1 (maintain the supply) , a high value of 良 gets

a low rating because也e situation is very dangerous,

whereas for altemative 2 (cut the supply) a low value

of R gets a low rating because it indicates that the

supply has been inte汀upted al也ough it was not

necessary.

Once these two utility functions are defined, the

problem is easy to solve. We can judge which of u｡

(R｡) and um (R｡) is higher and choose the correspond-

ing altemative (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2　Solution of one-variable crisp problem using

utility functions

DECISION ANAlJYSIS flOR A fltTZZY

PROBLEM WITH ONE VARIABLE

Now, Consider the case when the state of the

system is still represented by a single variable R but

instead of being known precisely, 良 is known through

a fuzzy set R｡. A fuzzy set (Dubois and Prade, 1980)

is a set with no sharp distinction between membership

and non-membership. It is represented by the mem-

bership function JLRO (r) E l0, 1]. JLRO Can be interpreted

as the possibility distribution of R.

The concept of the utility function can still be

applied without any change. But to compute the

utility of each alternative, the infomation contained

in the fuzzy set R｡ will have to be used. Instead of

obtaining two real numbers u｡(R｡) and um(R｡) to

characterize the two altematives, two fuzzy sets IJ｡

and lTm will be obtained by using the following for-

mula (Jaiれ, 1976):

jLua(u)-JLR｡ (uuTl (u))　α-C, m　　　(1)

where u言1 represents the inverse function of uα. The

meaning of Eq. 1 is that the possibility that U-u is

the possibility of a damage ratio r such as uα(r) -u.

Even thoughUc and TIM have been obtained, the

problem is not completely solved because which is

higher of the two fuzzy values still has to be deter-

mined. This is not a very easy task as exemplified by

Fig. 3. The possible values for u (i.e. , the values for

which JLuu (u) ≠0) should be as high as possible and at

the same time their membership should be as high as

possible. The following choice procedure is based on

Jain'S (1976) but with an additional normalization of

the membership functions. The "value" Ⅴα(α-C,m)

of each alternative is computed as follows:

va-Maxmin (JJua(u), Jim(u))　　　(2)

u

and

伽(u) -JLmax (u/umax)　　　　　　　　　( 3 )

where JLmax is the highest value for JLum and JLuc, and

umax is the highest possible utility i.e. ,

umax-max (u l JLum(u)≠O orJLUc(u)≠0)　(4)

The meaning of Eq. 2 is that the fuzzy set lJα is

comparedwith the fuzzy set M which represents the

ideal combination between high possible values for u

and a high membership. The final decision is made by

chooslng the altemative having the highest value vα.
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1.0

u

Fig. 3　Choice between two fuzzy utilities

I)ECIS10N ANALYSIS FOR A CRISP

PROBLEM WITII TWO VARIABLES

Now, Consider a crlSp problem with two variables.

Suppose that the damage state of the system is de-

scribed by two variables Rb and R｡ and that they are

known as Rb-Rg and R｡-R岩.

The concept of utility function can still be used,

but this time, two-variable utility functions u｡ (rb,

r｡) andum (rb, r｡) mustbedefined (see Fig. 4). The

utility functions become more difficult to construct

because it is difficult to assess a situation simulta一

meously in tens of rb and r｡. If our preference stmc-

ture is assumed to be additive, variables can be

separated and the utility function can be written as

(Keeney and Raiffa, 1976):

uu(rb,r｡)-Aub aqb(rb)+AaP QuP(r｡)　　　(5)

with

Aき+AcP-1,　α-C,m　　　　　　　　　　(6)

where dab and aqP are one-variable functions similar to

uαinFig. 2.

0mce the utility functions are defined, the proce-

dure to find the largest utility is very simple. uc (Rg,

R呂) and um (Rg, Rg) should be compared and the

alternative co汀eSpOnding to the highest value should

be selected as depicted in Fig. 4.

DECISION ANALYSIS FOR A FUZZY

PROBIJEM WITH TWO VARIABIJES

Consider a system whose state is defined by two

variables Rb and R｡ that are known through fuzzy

sets Rg and Rg. As before, two-variable utility func-

tions u｡(rb, r｡) and um(rb, r｡) are defined for the two

Fig. 4　Solution of two-variable crisp problem using util-

ity functions (example of the alternative "main-

tain也e supply")

alternatives. Two fuzzy utilities U｡ and tJm for the

two altematives will be obtained by uslng the infor一

mation contained in the fuzzy sets RB and Rg. Equa-

tion 1, proposed by Jaiれ, is easily extended to the

two-variable case (α-C, m):

JLud(u)-　Max　min(JLRb(rb),jLR｡(r｡)) (7)

(rb･rp)∈ua- 1 (u)

where Uall (u)-((r｡, r｡) l uα(rb, r｡)-u) is the con-

stant value curve in the damage space co汀eSpOnding

to the value u of the utility. Figure 5 illustrates the

procedure corresponding to Eq. 7.

Once V｡ and Um are obtained, the same procedure

as in Fig. 3 is used to determine the better altemative.

NUMERICAIJ EXAMPLE

The present decision procedure was applied to a

real case: the Chibaken-Toh0-0ki earthquake of

December 17, 1987 with magnitude 6.7. For a given

control block in the supply area (Fig. 6), the two

damage indices Rb and R｡ shown in Fig. 7 Were

evaluated by fuzzy reasoning using recorded ground

motion characteristics (Cret et a1. , 1991). The esti一

mated damage indices were non-negligible.

The utility function shown in Fig. 4 as well as a

complementary one for the other alternative were

employed. The obtained fuzzy utilities for the two

alternatives and the resulting choice are shown in
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Fig. 5　Schematic view to obtain the fuzzy utility

membership for an alternative
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Fig. 7　Fuzzy damage indices for仙e considered

block

Fig. 8. These fuzzy utilities have an intersection but

it is rather easy to find the better utility. The values

vα for the two altematives reflect it. Tile decision in

that case is non trivial but clearly in favor of alterna-

tive 1 (maintain the supply) , which is consistent with

the decision that was actually made.

CONCLUSION

When a destmctive ea血quake strikes a large city

with an extensive gas supply system, it is necessary

to血ut off the gas supply to avoid secondary disas-

Fig. 6　Position of the considered control block in

south Kanto area
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Fig. 8　Results of fuzzy decision analysis

ters. From that perspective, a system to estimate

earthquake damage in the supply area from measured

ground motion characteristics has been devised. But

due to the uncertainty involved in the estimation, the

results are obtained as fuzzy numbers. This paper

shows how to use this fuzzy infomation when decid-

ing whether to cut or maintain the gas supply.

A decision analysis including several fuzzy vari-

ables must be perfomed. The methods are explained

from one crisp variable case to two fuzzy variable

case. A multi-variate utility function is defined for

each　alternative which the decision maker is con-

fronted with. The fuzzy values of the predicted

damage indices are then combined with the utility
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functions and yield one fuzzy utility for each alterna-

tive. The best altemative is the one giving the high-

est fuzzy utility. To illllStrate and assess the method ,

it was applied to a real earthquake event as a numeri-

cal example.

(Manuscript received, January 19, 1991)
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